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Due Dates: 
 
1. Feb 20 ....... Proposal Due 
2. Apr 5......... Object Diagrams Due 
3. Apr 26....... Final Program Due 
 
You must choose your own project. You are strongly encouraged to use C++. You are 
also encouraged to use the Windows 9x,2000,NT platform. HOWEVER, you may use 
ANY object-oriented language, and ANY operating system, with the only requirement 
being that the operating system and language you use must be available in an open-use 
laboratory here on campus. It is necessary that we be able to compile and run your code as 
part of the grading process. 
 
You must create an object-oriented model of something. The model is more important 
than the actual functioning of the program. Your model must be comprehensive, and your 
program must do something meaningful using the capabilities of the model. Your proposal 
must be approved, by me, before you can proceed with the rest of the project. Failure to 
submit ANY PART of the project will result in a zero grade for the entire project. DO 
NOT ASSUME THAT I WILL AUTOMATICALLY APPROVE YOUR PROJECT! It is 
likely that 25-50% of the projects will be rejected outright, or returned for more detail 
before they are approved. 
 
Here are some sample projects. 
 

1. Construct a model of a bee-hive. The program will provide a simulation of one 
summer, including collecting the nectar, and performing the harvest. 

2. Construct a model of a city with 16 blocks arranged in a 4x4 array. The model will 
include traffic, stop lights, and pedestrian traffic. The program will demonstrate the 
effect on traffic of a buy-one-get-one-free sale at the local video store. 

3. Construct a model of an electric train set. The program will permit the user to 
move trains around the track, and will provide an animation of the trains. 

4. Construct a model of a public library, its holdings, its customers, and its checkout 
process. The program will be a user interface into the holdings, and a user interface 
that allows librarians to check books and other materials out to the customers. 

 
The Proposal must contain a description of the thing you are going to model. DO NOT 
describe a program. A database application IS NOT ACCEPTABLE! You must 
convince me that your model is complicated enough to warrant an object oriented design, 
rich enough to support at least one reasonable application, and simple enough to be 
completed in one semester. NO HANDWRITTEN PROPOSALS WILL BE 
ACCEPTED! I repeat: PROPOSALS MUST BE TYPEWRITTEN! Proposals must be 
turned in by you personally, and must be on paper. E-Mail is not acceptable. Don’t ask a 
friend to turn it in for you. If you have a valid excuse for missing class the day the 
proposal is due, turn it in early, or contact me beforehand to make alternative 
arrangements. 
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The object diagrams must use the UML notation, as presented in the textbook. Diagrams 
should be constructed using computer graphics tools. Handwritten material is not 
acceptable. Again, it must be on paper, turned in by you personally. 
 
The final assignment must include the following items. 

1. A booklet ON PAPER containing 
a. Your proposal, corrected if necessary 
b. Your object diagrams 
c. Module diagrams 
d. A verbal description of the code and what it does (1-2 pages) 
e. A user manual 
f. A printout of your source code. Do not include code that is generated by 

the design system or by tools such as YACC and LEX. 
2. A diskette or a CD-ROM containing the following 

a. Your source code. If you use a PC development system, include the entire 
project folder. Otherwise, include all source files. 

b. A running version of your program with all required run-time libraries. The 
user manual in the booklet must be sufficiently detailed to allow us to test 
your program to guarantee that it works. 

 
A perfect score on the assignment is 15. You will receive 5 points for your object 
diagrams (assuming they are perfect), and 10 points for the program. The 10 points for the 
program will be broken down as follows. 
 
3 points - Program compiles, produces a valid copy of the running program. 
3 points - The program runs correctly. 
3 points - Module diagrams, user manual and code description are present and accurate. 
1 point  - Proposal and object diagrams present in the final booklet. 


